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Dear Ms. Lawsonand Mr. Cameron:
Thank you for your letter of November 4, 2004, alerting us to possible copyright
reform legislation dealing with digital rights management (DRM), and inquiring into our
views on the potential impact on privacy of DRM technologies.

We have been interested in the privacy implications of DRM for some time. We
would, naturally, have serious concerns about the design and deployment of any
technology that facilitated the fine-grained surveillance of individuals without their
informed consent. We would certainly have concerns about any commercial enterprise in
Canada that deployed privacy-invasive DRM technologies in contravention of the
provisions of the Persona/InformationProtectionand E/ectronicDocumentsAct (PIPEDA)
and the fair information practices underlying it. Largely because we have not been
presented with a complaint, however, we have not refined our thinking or developed a
position on DRM.

Our office has spoken out on similar surveillance issues, including RFID tags.
computer spyware, and "lawful access" proposals. We have also been active in
promoting public awareness of the importance of meaningful, informed consent, and
helping the public exercise their privacy rights in the face of new laws and technologies.
As you know, it is importantthat I maintainthe neutralityand impartialityexpected
of a nationalombudsman,in order to be able to addresscomplaintsfairly and with
credibility. This can sometimesmean neitherendorsingnor condemningspecific
technologiesand standards- particularlywhen not all the facts are known.
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We would oppose legislation or legislative amendments that conferred unjustified
privacy-invasive surveillance powers upon digital copyright holders. However, we have
not as yet been consulted by either Heritage Canada or Industry Canada officials
regarding the proposed legislation referred to in your letter. I have instructed my staff to
!nitiate a dialogue with these departments to ensure that privacy risks are identified and
addressed.

Once again, I appreciateyou bringingthis to my attentio
n, and look forward to
furtherexchangesof views on this importantissue.
Sincerely,
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Jennifer Stoddart

PrivacyCommissionerof Canada
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